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Profit is a familiar term. It is without doubt, the reason that saw-
mills convert logs to lumber. The level of profit, or the percentage of
the maximum potential that an individual mill achieves, depends entirely
on what takes place during the conversion process.

When production lines, and mass production of an item became a
reality, many years ago, it brought with it a system of performance
evaluation, quite extensively used in the sawmill today. That evaluation
is based on volume produced, quite often only on the amount of raw
materials consumed. It is not surprising that these volume figures lose
their identity when the actual profit is determined by calculating the lum-
ber recovery factor (LRF) as well as the low grade and rejects, and the
short lengths that develop. Various departments within an operation
work toward individual goals, often loosing site of the fact that in the
final analysis there is only one goal. That goal must be "maximum profit".

A Quality/Recovery Control program in an operation can guide all
departments, together, into a maximum recovery situation. To illustrate
how the benefits of a control system may be reaped, we look at the results
of recovery surveys conducted by the Quality Control department of the
Council.

Based on the assumption that all production (in this area) is dressed
(planed), efforts were directed to the planermill to determine the potential
profit gain, and where necessary, each item of concern was traced through
the operation to its source.

The first area of observation was on finished stock arriving at the
g rade table, for it is here that quality outturn can indicate the performance
of the entire operation. The defect of greatest concern was the edge skip
for three reasons: it is the most difficult of all defects to assess on the
grade table, the number of pieces which contained skips, and most im-
portant, it is a manufacturing defect and can be controlled. The first
assumption would be that the stock arriving at the planer is too narrow,
but after measuring a representative portion of the rough stock, it was
established that the width (except for occasional pieces) was well in excess
of that required for an adequate finish.

Also that over 80% of all edge skips developed at the outside head. This
fact prompted a check of the planer setup - referring to the amount of wood
taken off by the inside head (the straight edge side) and the bottom head -
and was found to be much heavier than necessary. A setup of 1/4" inside
head was common and the heaviest was 5/16". As an example, by taking
5116" off with the inside head, the minimum width of a rough dry 2 x 4,
must be 3 7/8", sawn straight, to be free of skips on the outside head.
Therefore, all pieces of 3 13/16" width and less will have edge skips,
many of them for the entire length of the piece - the cause of excessive
degrade. On the bottom head, 1/8" was common and the heaviest being
3/16", with similar results but due to stock thickness, degrading was not
as prevalent.
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Wane was another concern, not the presence of it, but the edge on
which it occurred. Numerous pieces were fed into the planer with the
wane to the inside head, therefore, not taking advantage of any excessive
width. Some infeed transfers are so designed that the pieces are so tight
together that they cannot be turned. The effects of this practice with
regard to degrade were recorded and showed a considerable potential
gain in recovery.

At the trimmers (before or after planing) the potential was also con-
siderable, particularly where pieces were positioned by the operator.
Most "short mill" trimmers have a shear or fence at the opposite end
from the operator, which allows approximately 1" to be trimmed from
that end. The overlength, (which varies from three to six inches) is
taken off by the saw at the near end. Many pieces require further trim-
ming at the far end for the sake of one or two inches, (with a loss of 2').
This would not be necessary if the stock is correctly positioned. Losses
also occurred due to incorrect assessment of defects and equipment
control.

Machine offset is a defect which was prevalent in varying degrees in
most operations, but very little degrade resulted from it. It is a manu-
facturing defect and can be controlled by proper planer alignment and
maintenance.

In many of the operations surveyed, some time loss was noted at the
infeed, due to inadequate pineapple rolls and load breakdown equipment.
Further time loss was obvious by the size of the pile of offsize (thickness
and width) stock and broken pieces which had been removed from the in-
feed table by the planer feeder.

Warp (crook & twist) was seen at the grade table but only occasional
pieces were degraded for it, and these were mainly due to poor kiln
stickering and incorrectly placed blocks (bow).

Graders play a major role in the profit picture of all operations.
Accurate appraisal of defects requires total concentration. After having
observed numerous grade tables, it was concluded that aside from the
assessment for grade, the grader often positions pieces between the lugs,
positions them for the trimmer, marks the low grade, reject, rerun and
trims, and determines what the grade will be after it is trimmed, usually
with marks or symbols which are very time consuming and at a rate in
excess of one piece per second. (One grader was handling 97 pieces of
8' 2 x 4 per minute, at that speed the stock is not graded). Many grade
tables travel from the grader's right to left, this is an extra burden on
the grader (most grader's are right handed) as he must cross his left
hand under the right to turn the piece then the right hand over the left to
mark it. Some graders are required to position the end of the piece to
align with a switch for grade stamping and dropsort for trims. Add to
that the noise of the planer or a trimsaw three or four feet from his ear,
and during the wintei months he is constantly engaged in a sundance to
keep warm. A situation that cannot be classified as conducive to efficient
grading of the product.

The grader is indeed a highly skilled person, trained to get the max-
imum value from each piece by applying the correct grade, but when
forced to make decisions on defects that are difficult to appraise, he will
often drop the grade lower than necessary. Grade surveys on low grade
stock show that 5 to 6 percent high grade is quite common and as high as
36%. When the speed is excessive, or the grader's mind is pre-occupied
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by extra duties, one would conclude that his skills are not utilized to the
level of his capabilities.

The volume and value loss at the planer due to skips, which most
operations charge to normal conversion loss and regard as unsignificant,
is actually quite substantial and a large percentage can be directly re-
lated to malpractices in the plant prior to the stock arriving at the planer.
Skips are not a planer-mill defect, they are the result of variation in
sawing and losses related to them are charged to the sawmill.

The heavy planer setup then, is not an error by the planerman, but
a necessity to eliminate excessive skips on the inside and bottom heads
due to variation in sawing, which in turn, results in skips at the outside
and top heads. One remedy to the situation is to increase the rough sizes
which is the most popular route, but unfortunately it is also very costly.
The other option is to eliminate sawing variation which in most cases can
be achieved by unit maintenance. and some minor equipment changes. In
an endeavor to isolate the reason for the excessive variation, it was noted
that these operations (twin bands, quad bands and scrags) which produce
twisted lumber, also showed a tremendous variation and were sawing
oversize to compensate for it, while those who were sawing straight to a
minimum size, showed no appreciable twist. The conclusion drawn from
this fact was that, if the saws are allowed to wander, so will the log
(cant) and visa versa. Some of the reasons are: poorly maintained
guides, inadequate guides on large scrag saws, many have guides only at
the front of the saws and when a cant size setting is changed, it is only
seconds before the log is fed into the saw, not allowing it time to run
straight, and with the guide below the work, the saw straightens out after
it has come down through the log. Rear guides are therefore, as im-
portant as front guides. Stabilizers (separators) are not aligned to hold
the cant firmly in position - too much pressure on outfeed hold down equip-
ment - large knots on logs are turned down on the feed chain - saw filing,
one saw cutting better than the others - logs with crook, fed with horns
up or to the side - saw speeds, one faster or slower than others, including
loose belts - excessive feed speed - logs fed off centred have more saw
bite on one side, and small logs often are sawn with only one face, this
has the added disadvantage of recovery loss and increased remanufacture.

Oversize sawing by 1/16" represents an LRF loss of approximately
3%, therefore, a great deal of effort toward eliminating variation in
sawing is justified. In stud or 2 x 4 operations, further profit gains may
be achieved by increasing the number of pieces in a kiln charge and re-
ducing drying costs.

Sawing pattern is very important tor recovery and production, the
thickness of the cant must be of a size that will yield a minimum of re-
manufacture pieces from the wings, this will also increase recovery from
the slabs or side cut. In 2 x 4 4" centre cant operations, the thickness of
the side cut or slab is determined by the log size and saw kerf. For nar-
row kerf - twin and quad band, the minimum diameter from which 4" side
cut may be sawn is 12", (when centre cant is minimum sawn to 3 11/16").
On scrag saws due to kerf, the minimum is approximately 13 1/2"
diameter. When smaller logs are sawn to a 4" side cut, that cant has
little or no face on the sap side, therefore, an increase in remanufacture
and a decrease in recovery.

Chipping headsaw units, including chip and saw, chipper canter, beaver
etc. generally show recovery losses. This can be readily seen by the lack
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of wane on the product. Some reasons are: insufficient range of profile
settings, inexperienced operators, lack of diameter indicators to assist
the operator in making the correct setting, inadequate reman facilities
force the unit to make only a finished product and chips and some units
were installed to handle only small diameter logs but are processing
larger logs than the machine was designed for, the oversize is lost to
chips.

Edgers and double arbour gangs proved to be a high potential gain
area. At the double arbour, the distance between straight edge (fence)
and the first saw was found to be correct for only a small percentage of
the cants which it processed-. Where the straight edge is fixed it should
be so positioned to get the maximum recovery from the type of cant that
represents the highest percent of the total. Those units which have a
built in lead on the infeed rolls and presumably do not require the opera-
tor to position eachpiece, often have cants with a large knot or burl on
the edge, against the straight edge and feed through at an angle.

.Operators seldom turn cants to feed with the straight edge (of the cant)
to the inside - in short mills, small cants are fed side by side, one or
both at an angle - step on the face of pieces is common and must be charged
to lack of maintenance. At the slab or side cut edgers, the losses are due
to over-edging and poor positioning of the pieces on the infeed. This can
be attributed to a lack of knowledge (training) or interest and inadequate
positioning aids, lite or shadow lines.

Trimming is also a high potential area as most trim operators over-
trim defects which will disappear after dressing. The opposite is also
costly in terms of kiln capacity, to ensure that lumber is not overtrimmed,
the operator will leave shattered ends, odd lengths and excessive wane.
Dropsorters who direct pieces to various reman units or the chipper do
not have sufficient knowledge to make correct decisions. Numerous
pieces which contain saleable lumber are directed to the chipper, and
when a piece that does not require further remanufacture is directed to
the resaw or re-edger, the operator feels obligated to run a saw through
it or chip off one or both edges.

Log bucking is the first step in the conversion process and errors at
this stage are very costly. Overlength bucking which accounts for a large
percentage of the losses varies greatly among the mills surveyed, and
ranged from 4" to 1 foot. Seven to eight inches was common on random
length and six inches on 8' lengths. This is 4" excessive overlength or
approximately 4% log volume, and also a machine capacity loss of 4%.
Overlength should be limited to 2" on 8' and 3" on lengths up to 16'.
Positive log stops require checking and maintenance as some types do
get pushed out of alignment by the constant hammering.

Residual waste is also a loss factor, the main reason is the lack of
length indicators and operator training. Bucking more than one log at a
time is a common practice, the result is that many two to five foot lengths
are wasted because of different lengths, one or the other is given priority.
Broken, shattered or unsound ends are ignored at the front end, which on
an 8' length could mean the loss of the entire piece, and similarly a short
crook (dog leg) near the end of a short log.

In most cases these defects could have been removed, as the residual
loss exceeded the length of the defective part. When cleaning up the front
end, overbucking by 1 or 2 inches could result in a two foot loss at the
back end. Abnormally tapered logs were not bucked to the best advantage,
for maximum recovery, these should be bucked to the shortest possible
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lengths. Logs containing sweep are not bucked to eliminate the sweep,
studies show that crooked logs require 25% more time to process, yield
(LRF) is 15% less and the grade is 15% lower.

In short mills, the number of pieces processed puts a constant pres-
sure on the bucking station to keep pace with the operation. His concern
then, is to get wood to the mill with no regard to the quality of it. Some
operations would benefit by installing a second bucking station.

Summarizing the potential gain in the key areas, expressed in dollar
value per year:

Average of Mills Surveyed 

Planer $130,000
Headsaw 280,000
Trimming and reman 288,000
Edging incl. double arbour 763,000
Log Bucking 196,000

Any operation would benefit by having a supervisor in charge of
Recovery and Quality standards, charged with recording the performance
of the various units and training operators in maximum recovery methods.

Due to a high average labour turnover, (an estimated 200%), there
is a definite need for continuous training. Not only the new employee,
but also the established worker will contribute more when he knows that
with guidance he may improve his skills and meet, or exceed the required
standards.

The benefits of a control system can be achieved most effectively,
not by the inspection itself, but by getting at the causes.
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